
Abstract 

Teaching in difficult times: Solomon Island 
teachers' narratives of perseverance 

Greg Burnett and Jeremy Dorovolomo 

This article reports on a preliminary study of five teachers who taught through the years 

of ethnic conflict between 1998 and 2003 on Guadalcanal in Solomon Islands. It is 

grounded in a belief in local experienced teachers' intimate understanding of their own 

teaching contexts and their ability to persevere irl difficult circumstances. The teachers' 

voices, like those of teachers elsewhere in the Pacific region, are barely audible amid 

a cacophony of educational discourses authored by a variety of groups both within 

and outside the Pacific community that tend to disavow teachers' lived experiences 

and understandings. The articulation of these voices in this article firstly, affirms the 

professionalism of Solomon Island teachers and secondly, opens up understanding of 

conflict as it relates to teaching and learning in the Pacific region. It is hoped that 

this study will also contribute to a more informed understanding of how conflict

related trauma affects wider processes of schooling and the post-conflict rebuilding of 

schooling in Solomon Islands and elsewhere in the Pacific region where contemporary 

life is also marked by conflict. 
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TENSIONS IN SOLOMON ISLANDS between Guadalcanalese and Malaitan militants 

came to a head on Guadalcanal, the main island, in 1998 and suppurated 

until 2003 with the arrival of the Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon 

Islands (RAMS!) peace keeping initiative. This initiative has been effective in 

restoring law and order and ensuring personal security for everyday people 

in Solomon Islands. However, unrest over election results in 2006 indicates 

tenuous peace only, with indications that RAMSI will need to remain for up 

to a decade (Commonwealth of Australia nd). The ongoing presence of this 

mainly Australian-led mission treads a very contested line between responsible 

development assistance implied in the mission's name Helpem Pren (helping 

friend), Australian self-interest in stabilising what is perceived as the Pacific 'arc 

of instability'! (Dobell2006) and maintaining Solomon Island sovereignty over 

its own affairs (Dillon 2006). Debates, therefore, continue domestically and 

across the region about the viability of the mission, its aims, scope, strategies 

and length of commitment. 

The social and economic effects of the years of conflict prior to RAMSI's 

arrival were felt across the country, but particularly in Guadalcanal. Accounts 

of the conflict have begun. to emerge focusing on the complex and contested 

historical, cultural and economic aspects of the relationship between the people 

of Guadakanal and nearby Malaita (see Moore 2004). This study chooses not 

to focus on the politics of that conflict, instead concentrating on schooling 

and the conflict, and in particular teachers' work. There is great risk associated 

with capturing the voices of teachers who have been intimately involved in 

communities in conflict and will continue to be intimately involved, as only 

teachers can be, in communities that continue to experience tension in the 

rebuilding process. We have sought to do this by recording teachers' narrative 

accounts (S0reide 2006; Watson 2006) of what happened in their communities, 

schools and classrooms and how teachers responded in what were difficult 

times in which to teach. 

Teachers' voices 

The focus on teachers' voices is significant given the 'cacophony of educational 

discourses' (Smyth 2001 :149) in the Pacific that leave teachers silent about 

themselves and their work. In Pacific education debates, culturalist discourse 

(Stokke 1995; McConaghy 2000) is particularly dominant (Burnett 2006), as 

are a number of others, including discourses of moralism, economic rationalism, 
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educational quality and technicism (Burnett & Lingam 2005). These dominant 

discourses represent teachers and teachers' work in narrow ways and thus 

exclude alternative discourses, particularly those authored by teachers 

themselves. Further critical analysis, beyond the scope of this study, is needed 

to determine the asymmetrical power relations in Pacific education between 

Ministries of Education, employers, regional institutions and media (to name 

but a few) and teachers. However, all tend to disavow teacher authority and by 

degrees teachers' professional status in the region, leaving teachers, as Gayatri 

Spivak's (1988) 'subalterns', unable to speak. 

In affirming Solomon Island teachers' authority and understandings we 

draw upon the theoretical underpinnings of 'situated/situating pedagogies' 

(McConaghy 2002), where experienced 'local' teachers have unique 

understandings of what is pedagogically appropriate and successful. These 

understandings are based on teachers' own careful readings of their schools' 

community contexts. We add, by way of support, that the efficacy of teachers as 

well as their understandings are also pivotal in the literature on teacher reflective 

practice Oohnson & Stevens 2002; Maloney & Campbell-Evans 2002) and in 

the transformation of professional practice through action research (McNiff, 

Lomax & Whitehead 2000; Hopkins 2002; Mills 2000). 

Teachers' voices also need to be heard for reasons other than providing 

professional affirmation. Post-conflict rebuilding in education in the Solomons 

is particularly marked by New Zealand aid in the form of expertise, material 

resources and funding (NZAID 2004; Hobbs 2003; UNICEF nd). Pacific 

educational aid, particularly from Australia and New Zealand, is often criticised 

for fulfilling donor agendas and failing to heed local concerns (see Sanga et al. 

2005; Sanga & Taufe'ulungaki 2005). Therefore as post-conflict futures in the 

Solomon Islands are being worked out it is imperative that the voices of local 

teachers who know schooling best be heard. 

The researchers' gaze and difference 

Our desire to convey teachers' voices about their professional selves calls for 

sensitivity. Several points need to be made here. First, the study is motivated by 

desires of advocacy on the part of the researchers. We re-assert statements that 

teachers' voices about their work need to be heard in all the current debates 

concerning educational futures in the region. The study is underpinned by strong 

beliefs in Pacific teachers' intimate and expert knowledge of their teaching and 
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learning contexts. Secondly, a research methodology based on the collecting 

of teacher narrative would seem the most appropriate means of giving voice 
to teachers on issues of conflict and schooling. Narrative, in this case, simply 

means 'stories of personal experience, utilising a range of formats, dimensions 

and possibilities' (Watson 2006:511) . Thirdly, as two researchers, an Australian2 

removed from the conflict and a Solomon Islander3 now in Fiji, we recognise 

the problematic nature of our authority to speak on behalf of others. However, 
we cautiously position ourselves with other researchers in similar fields. We see 

parallels between ourselves and researchers, counsellors and teachers working 

with refugee children (Hamilton & Moore 2004; Schlosstein 2003; Sims et al. 

2000). We also see parallels with studies of trauma upon children and their 

families in conflicts elsewhere including Israel (Laor et al. 1997), Sierra Leone 

(Bretherton, Weston & Zbar 2002) and Northern Iraq (punamaki, Muhammed 

& Abdulrahman 2004). Both our study and these ones involve viewing conflict 

and its effects through a multi-faceted prism of cultural, economic and social 

difference. 

Articulating the experience 

Five teachers (M:ere, Tarome, Anna, Aata and Taniela4
), all from different 

provinces and working in different locations during the conflict, were 

interviewed while completing professional upgrading at the University 

of the South Pacific (USP) in Fiji, most just 12 months after the RAMSI 

intervention began. These teachers, by warrant of their further training, 

are recognised by the Solomon Islands government as possessing expertise 
and commitment to their teaching. The researchers can ' testify to this in 

the teachers' diligence and critical reflection upon their practice, which 

we observed while they were studying at USP. The five teachers saw their 

university study as an opportunity to reflect on their experiences of teaching 

in the conflict and on the roles they played, and saw our desires to collate 

their narratives as an opportunity for further reflection. A formal interview 

schedule formed the basis of each interview, although it was not always 

adhered to in every detail, as individual teachers had unique experiences 

to relate. All teachers were given the opportunity to review 'and revise the 

transcripts that were made of each interview. 

Just as we as researchers have had challenges in eliciting teachers' 

narratives of conflict, so too did the teachers face challenges in articulating 
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what they experienced. Some of these challenges resulted from expressing 

the violence in a language other than their first language (for some of them 

English is a third language). However, perhaps more significantly, the teachers' 

narratives have emerged out of their looking at events through a multiple prism 

of gendered, classed and ethnic difference. Some of the teachers were female, 

caught in what was essentially a male dominated and enacted conflict. Similarly, 

in the early stages of the conflict all teacher~ were, in a socio-economic sense, 

relatively socially mobile, caught in a conflict enacted in part by unemployed 

and dispossessed youth (Moore 2004:125-6). Again, most of the teachers were 

non-Malaitan and non-Guadalcanal caught in a conflict dominated and enacted 

by people of those two ethnicities. In each case the narratives have to be read 

against multiple degrees of difference that filter how the conflict is experienced 
and articulated. 

Accordingly, as Watson (2006:513) suggests on the basis of her work with 

teachers' narratives and identities, narratives cannot necessarily be 'mined' for 

the truth or reality of what happened but instead say more about how teachers 
construct their own identities. Our study concedes to this in afftrming Solomon 

Island teacher professionalism among other identity positions such as caring, 

committed, fearful and politicised, to name but a few. However, we would 

argue that teachers' closeness to, and expert knowledges of, their teaching 

contexts is justification enough for their narratives of teaching through conflict 

to be heard alongside the multiple discourses concerning teachers and their 

work articulated by non-teaching others in the Pacific region. For reasons of 

convenience only, the teachers' narratives are summarised according to: what 

teachers experienced; how they mediated the conflict; the observed impacts on 

children; on school organisation; and on post-conflict futures . 

Experiencing conflict 

Taniela's opinion was that the Solomons conflict was not on the same scale 

as conflicts reported elsewhere, and he thought himself not alone by citing 
government's relative inaction to intervene in schooling: 

Our government knew if thry had to close down all schools then that means we had gone 

to a stage where the country was in a state of anarchy. My feeling that time was that we 

hadn't reached that stage like Somalia, Libena or Rwanda in Africa. 
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I t is difficult to place the Solomons conflict within the larger global picture, 

for which Schlosstein (2003) states that from 1990 to 2000 ten million children 

have been traumatised, two million have died, six million have been disabled, 

five million placed in refugee camps and 12 million have lost homes as a result 

of war. In the period 1998-2003 the Solomons conflict was intermittent, 

varying in intensity by location. It was certainly possible to be surrounded by 

tensions but regard them, on a global scale of turmoil, as low level. In some 

parts of Honiara schools continued to function normally. In other parts of the 

city there were occasional early finishes or temporary closures depending on 

outbreaks of violence. However, beyond the capital in the surrounding rural 

areas the conflict was more dramatic. Here the physical and emotional violence 

of the conflict was experienced in overt ways. Schools closed more frequently, 

for longer periods and in some cases closed altogether. Away from these areas 

it was perhaps the duration of the conflict rather than the intensity that affected 

most people. The continual uncertainty about what would happen next and 

how long it would last produced the fear that all teachers mentioned. 

Mere, who was teaching in a rural community in the lead-up to the 

conflict, described how she and her family moved three times because of the 

violence, and each time closer to the relative security of Honiara. In the first 

two instances the move was prompted by a direct confrontation with militants 

who approached the school compound. Mere's own reflections were: 

I just remember the principal caffed us one dqy and said, 'I think the fight is getting 

worse so I just want you to be calm. Don't panic. If atrything happens, please be a good 

example to the children and to the parents'. 

The school eventually closed and in turn became a safe haven for the displaced 

after the conflict had moved on. Mere's second move was a result of a direct 

threat from a machete wielding militant telling everyone with affiliations to 

islands outside of the conflict to leave immediately. Again Mere reluctantly 

bowed to pressure and left, this time to Honiara: 

H e had a bush knife and said, 'Nobocfy's going to stqy here. If you're from a different 

island,you are not going to stqy here. Atrybocfy stqying back, I lviff cut him or her with 

this knife'. I can remember that man until now. That's the onlY thing that made us 

cfimb onto the truck and evacuate to town. I didn't want to go. I just wanted to teach. 
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Elsewhere on Guadalcanal schools closed when children stopped coming 

because of militant activity in the area. Teachers also had difficulty travelling 

safely between home and school. Sometimes schools made independent 

decisions whether to continue, at other times central government issued 

directives. 

At one school in Honiara there was a permanent presence adjacent to 

the school compound of armed militants, allegedly there for the school's 

protection. However, Tarome believed these people were using the school as a 

pretext for their own purposes in the conflict: 

Those men from -- were just sitting around the ftnce near the gate. Thry were 

sitting there because thry said thry were guarding the place, providing security. But not 

for the school, it was for their own benefit. Thry had guns, thry had knives. Thry were 

there every day. 

Similarly Taniela, teaching in a rural school, reported how militants used 

his school as a blockade for monitoring movement through the area. Schools 

are often used as community focal points in times of normality but because of 

their centrality they become similarly useful in times of conflict: 

Militants came inside the school, set up their blockades at the school, so the flow of the 

school programme Ivas disturbed. The moment thry came inside the school, students 

and staff started to ftar. 

In outer islands schools the conflict brought only indirect effects. The 

most significant were the arrival of students and their families from Guadalcanal 

seeking safety on home islands. In such cases students told others of their 

experiences. Teachers all over the country experienced long periods without 

salary payments and as a result had cause to come into Honiara to try to obtain 

money owed. This travel presented bureaucratic frustrations that compounded 

security risks: 

There is no bank at -- so we have to come to Honiara. Then coming to Honiara 

is another problem. Lack of transport, no flights, and coming into Honiara itself is not 

scife. lfyou come to Honiara and I?J the time you reach Honiara, still the salary hasn't 

come in. That's another problem again. So you're wasting all your effort to come over 

there and nothing happens. 
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Mere felt the female teachers were the ones who found personal security 

harder to maintain, particularly outside of school and while travelling alone. 

Public transport and taxis became increasingly dangerous to use. If little was 

experienced directly at school, then certainly many teachers and their students 

had experiences of conflict outside school. These invariably were of gun fights 

and knife wielding militants. Anna experienced one such episode with her son 

while going about normal evening routines: 

One afternoon I went to Chinatown and saw it with my own eyes. I IlJas there with my 

own child and there was a group who came and tried to get into a store and there was a 

man with a gun. He threatened every one of us and I held onto my son and we ran. 

The teachers interviewed had a variety of experiences with the conflict, 

some directly and at school, others indirectly or within their communities. In 

any case the teachers were also victims of the conflict in that they were exposed 

to danger or at the very least uncertainty. At the same time, however, they 

sought to continue teaching to bring about a sense of normality for the children 

in their care. 

Mediating conflict 

Many teachers continued teaching but under fear for personal safety -and the 

safety of their families . This group of teachers reported varying levels of fear 

depending on the situation they found themselves in, that is, where they were 

teaching and whether they were of a particular ethnicity. In school, many felt 

the need to remain neutral. Tarome, from Malaita, found this difficult: 

There were Malaitans nearby, so if I say bad things about them they will do something 

to me or my familY. So even though I Ivant to support the other group I reallY do not do 

that. I had to remain neutraL We do not Ivant to be in trouble. Even though they say 

things about the Guadalcanal people we just be quiet. 

All teachers described how they sought to reassure frightened children 

or at least tried to maintain a semblance of normality. Mere, for example, said 

she: 

reallY pretended to the children that everything was OK. But, you know, the children 

kept telling me, Teacher, I'm scared'. They were telling me all sorts of things and I 

said, 'No, nothing will happen to us'. I just tried nry best to tell them all the good 

things. 
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Tarome helped children by making deliberate pedagogical choices and changing 

the way she taught: 

Even though we Ivere going through the conflict I tried to do things that would attract 

students . .. interesting things. Because if you just stand in front of the blackboard and 

talk thry can't listen, thry can't concentrate so I have to get them doing things (plqying 

educational games] to stop them looking outside. 

Taniela, who taught in a secondary school, helped the older students in ways 

more appropriate to their age: 

I associated with the students a lot. By associating with the students, thry jeel someone 

is concerned for them. What I nonnal!J do is to see the students in the evening, sit down, 

tell stories, talk with them so thry jeel that someone is there. So I sometimes make it an 

excuse to go around with them. Instead of going straight and disturbing them I make 

an excuse of 'any bilnut (betel nut)?' 

Teachers were sometimes forbidden by principals to talk directly to 

children about the conflict. However, there was at least one instance where a 

'Peace Group' was allowed into a school to speak. Prior to their arrival teachers 

had noticed an increase in numbers of toy guns brought to school. The Peace 

Group, utilising an early RAMSI strategy for the disposal of illegal arms, 

destroyed the toys in front of the children: 

Thry came to the school to talk about guns because at that time the kids put tf!Y guns in 

their bags, then thry came to school and started to do this (she points), pointing the guns 

at the other students. . . so the Peace Council rifJicers came into the school to destrf!Y 

the tf!Y guns and tell the kids that guns are not good. Thry put them in a pile and thry 

smashed them with timber. One bf!Y ran crying because his dad spent more than $30 

for that gun . .. thry looked like real guns. 

In taking on a mediating role teachers were placing what Laor and co

authors call a 'protective matrix' around the children (1997:349). This shield of 

care provides the buffer between the child and the conflict and minimises the 

onset of post- traumatic stress syndrome. Aata saw this role for himself dearly 

and could easily imagine the impact on the children if he did not play that 

role: 
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It was the responsibility placed upon us to take care 0/ the kids that kept us going. If 
we had shown signs 0/ despair and hopelessness then what message would we give our 

students? We had to be strong so our students could have something to hope for. 

The protective matrix afforded to children in the conflict was limited in many 

cases where parents had been traumatised or incapacitated. The fear expressed 

by children was sometimes a fear for their parents' safety. Mere noticed this in 

some children: 

One littlegirlin my class, she's a very clevergirl but she lived real!Yfar. She has to walk 

to school and then I see her school work, it's not to the standard where she used be. You 

know, active. She's alwqys sleepy. Just because the parents are aJvake, afraid. 

Mere and her principal were willing to keep going for the sake of the 

children. She invited the parents of the children in and told them she would 

continue teaching and ensure the children's safety. Parents appreciated this 

and would occasionally send in money to support her after the salary payment 

stopped. 

But I didn't think to stop. Mqybe I thought that if there's a gun pointing at my head, 

and the bullet goes in then I'll stop. But I just want to go on and teach. 

Similarly Anna bracketed her own sense of security and developed a way of 

blocking out fear for the children's sake: 

Just keep out 0/ trouble. I don't get myse!f immersed in what I hear. I just keep focused 

on Jvhat I'm supposed to teach. One 0/ the things that kept me going was I have this 

love for teaching. I love to be with children. I feel sorry for their future. I alwqys commit 

myse!f. Every dqy I go to schooL I want to make my students come to school because 

. .. thry are affected, parents might be involved as rebels or MEF (Malaita Eagle 

Force), so if thry come to school I feel that I 'm someone that thry find comfort in. That's 

hOlv I see it. 

Of course, continuing in the midst of conflict and attempting to remain 

neutral was challenging. Teachers described anxiety over unavoidably stirring 

up trouble within the community if they became involved. It was this concern 

about something unmanageable arising that kept many neutral. This was an 

impossible path and inevitably conflict emerged over the school or a teacher 
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taking a side in the conflict. The following exchange between Taniela and the 

interviewer illustrates this: 

Taniela: There is one case in --schooL Those students were inside the students' 

dormitory. We tried to discipline them, Ille were actuallY sending them out oj the school 

but the reaction was difftrent. There Illas a threat coming back to the school from those 

parents oj the students. You'd like to discipline them inside the classroom; the students 

would alwqys take advantage oj the situation. 

Interviewer: So the school received a threat? They even came into the school demanding 

compensation. AskIng the school to pqy $5,000. Did the school botIJ ever give them 

the$5,OOO? 

Taniela: In order to save someone's lift, we're under the barrel oj the gun. 

Interviewer: Yes. 

Taniela: Even the Principal and the whole community fear but later they came to some 

understanding so there was a rational decision taken by the administration. Instead oj 
expelling the students, they had to make a transfer from -- to other schools. 

On occasions teachers had to resolve tensions between children while 

attempting to bracket their own beliefs about the conflict. There were times 

when the teachers' own sense of social justice was challenged by the children, 

thus making it impossible to remain apolitical: 

This tension made these children from --proud. I don't kn01v IVIy. They don't 

see what they are doing is bad. So I was telling them. I wanted to see their reaction and 

they went 'Hal' They shouted and I turned around and said, 'Wly are you happy? 

Aren't you ashamed that you people have overpopulated our islands? That's how the 

tension came about. ' WeI~ it Illas not good for me to act that wqy, but Illhen I saw them 

reacting that wqy I felt very bad. 

Each of the teachers interviewed continued teaching despite the conflict 

and made great sacrifices to do so, including not prioritising their own personal 

safety. All spoke of a desire to be there for the children and to mediate the 

effects of the conflict, in the absence of any precedent to guide them. 
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Conflict and children 

The literature examining conflict-related trauma experienced by children 

discusses post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or its variants and the care 

needed in diagnosis. Schlosstein (2003) lists irritability and crying, disrupted 

sleep and appetite loss, development regression, failure to reach developmental 

milestones, exaggerated startle response, anxious reactions to unfamiliar 

situations and people, and emotional withdrawal as characteristics of young 

children suffering PTSD. Additionally, the younger the child the greater the 

chances of developing PTSD later in life, up to three times more likely in 

children under eleven years of age (Garbarino et al. , cited in Schlosstein 2003). 

With or without PTSD, children who have experienced conflict-related trauma 

are more likely to have poorer school performance, decreased reading ability, 

lower grade point average and more school absence (Stein et al. 2003). 

Certainly the teachers we spoke to described children in ways that could 

potentially warrant a PTSD diagnosis. At the very least the conflict was a direct 

cause of behaviour change while at school. Behaviour change needs to be 

seen as both a symptom of trauma experience and a coping mechanism for 

dealing with trauma. Sims et al. (2000) list a number of behaviours that children 

demonstrate as 'coping' behaviours. These include unusually withdrawn 

behaviour, chronic fear, fear of benign items and people, unnatural clinginess 

and over-dependent behaviour, aggression, and marked mood swings. 

Several of the teachers noticed an incessant almost obsessive talking 

(Frater-Matheison 2004) about the conflict. The children also drew and wrote 

about the conflict whenever they were given the freedom. Mere expressed it 

thus: 

All the conversation. Everybo4J was talking. The children, if one or two 0/ them were 

together, thf!Y are talking about the militants. Thf!Y are talking about the fight. Thf!Y 

Sq}, 'Teacher,you know what?' Thf!Y come in and thf!Y Sq} all sorts 0/ 'You know that 

man. Yeah, the one shot,yeah, thf!Y shot somebo4J like this, last night'. I said, 'No, we 

are not talking about those people.' It's really disturbing everything thf!Y Sq}, thf!Y Ivant 

to talk about the conflict. I think some 0/ them, especially the Guada!canal students, 

are really, I don't know, thf!Y are scared. 

In addition there was an observable fear in children, sometimes a fear for 

themselves, at other times a fear for their parents. The fear for their parents' 
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safety, for example, over a father who had to leave the safety of the house each 

day and travel to a plantation area for work, is indicative of a rather tenuous 

'protective matrix' (Laor et al. 1997:349) around that child: 

I think you can just see it in their ryes. Thry are always, thry had sad ryes and thry, 

you know, come and thry sait4 'You know last night, we were scared,you know there, 

there was a fight, something, some shoot-out somewhere.' There were gunshots every 

night,you know. Thry Ivere telling other kids that 'You know last night I heard this 

and that'. Morning talk, thry say all sorts of things that happened in the night. I heard 

from them how thry, talk, thry said thry are sorry for their Dadcfy, he has to go and 

work in the garden. 

Tarome also commented on the fear she observed. It was not overtly 

expressed but instead visible in children's changed behaviours. She 'never saw 

them crying or things like that but thry looked scared like something was bothering them'. 

She also noticed a particular change in behaviour of children she otherwise 

termed as quiet ones: 'during the conflict thry were the ones that used to move around the 

class and were wild. Thry cannot concentrate, thry do one or two questions and thry roam 

around the classroom'. At the very least the conflict annoyed children as it meant 

that they could not come to school where interesting things happened. Mere 

described how bored the children were at home when they could not travel or 

when school closed. 

Teachers also reported children playing out the adult conflict in school, 

thus demonstrating an awareness of what was happening around them and an 

understanding of the politics of the conflict. In many cases the Guadalcanal 

children stopped coming because of ongoing threats both in and out of school. 

However, it was possible for either group of children to target the other. Mere 

described how children would express weariness with the conflict, and also her 

own fatigue in offering comfort to children: 

The -- children would come to me and share their thoughts and lvhat thry think 

about why the fight started. Thry said to me, 'You know, teacher, we are not bad 

people. We don't want to fight. But you know it's getting harder for us. These people 

are not respecting us, and I think,you kn01v, thry do the same things to all of us. Thry 

don't respect us, I think we are al4 I mean, cifftcted hy their attitude.' I can't say 

anything, I don't take sides. I'm a victim too. 
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Aata described how many of the older students seemed demotivated to 

attend school and try hard. This 'joylessness' (Frater-Matheison 2004:15) is 

another common symptom of traumatised children. Aata noted: 

Some students sqying what's the point of going to school when we have this problem in 

the country. To a greater extent the crisis demotivates students' learning, both inside 

and outside of the classroom. Some students in my class who have been reallY good in 

their academic performance prior to the crisis have performed reallY badlY. 

As well as fear and anxiety the children were also seen as aggressive. The 

aggression was directed at other children and at teachers, whether or not the 

teacher was from one of the warring ethnicities. Teaching became extremely 

difficult: 

The -- kids were so aggressive, thry sometimes bullY others in the class. For 

example, one which I saw. A chzld from my place, these other students came and 

said, 'Hry,you're also supporting the --people' and was pointing a pencil at his 

forehead. 

The teachers found it hard to control many of the children class. During 

lessons previous standards of respect ceased to exist: 

Thry just stand up and walk around or if thry want to sqy something, thry just sqy it 

out [loud] not in a more mannered wqy. Thry go out or come into the classroom atry 

time. There is no respect. This is what I hear from other teachers, the secondary teachers 

especiallY. 

Taniela, who taught in a secondary school, related some of the behaviour 

change he saw in the older children: 

Even if there is a small argument thry alwqys replY, 'mifala militant too ia iu no 

save mi fala militant? (W'e are mzlitants too, don't you know we are militants?)' So 

this kind of phrase thry continue to sqy it again, yeah, some students especiallY those 

]rom Guadalcanal, where thry actuallY face the militants when these people came and 

destr'!)l. There is one girl, she was dreaming and she screamed in the night thinking the 

militants are coming into their house. These kinds of things thry happen. 
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The teachers interviewed, like teachers anywhere, are afforded insights 

into children's behaviour such as few others are granted. It is clear that the 

conflict has had a negative effect on many children. Behaviours described 

are suggestive of post-traumatic stress disorder, although further specialist 

assessment of individuals wouJd need to be made. 

Conflict and school organisation 

Schools invariably became dysfLlGctiona l during the conflict, something that 

Bretherton, Weston and Zbar (2002) note is typical in conflict. In terms of 

teaching, the curriculum .was prioriti sed, exam classes were given priority and 

some classes were sent home after Maths and Engli sh. There was no pattern 

to the disruption as it was contingent upon the ebb and flow of the conflict 

itself. Teachers' salaries were not paid for months and even when they were, it 

became increasingly difficuh to meet rising costs of living. At least one teacher 

attributed the breakdown in salary payment to theft by mili tants: 

After some time the militants took aff the monry. There Ivas 110 mOtif!) to pqy the 

teachers, and the currenry was going down. I think the school closed/or Se1Jert or eight 

weeks. No, I was not paid. Mqybe tifter six months. 

D espite this the Ministry of Education issued litde formal guidance to schools. 

Decision making in response to conflict occurred at the school level, thus 

making individual school leadership critical. Some school leaders insisted on 

carrying on operation, instructing staff to teach but not mention anything 

about the conflict: 

Our head teacher told us not to mention the tension to the kids. So ... teach them Ivhat 

we are supposed to teach, but nothing about the tension. 

In many cases teachers observed a general drop in morale am ngst 

colleagues. Many knew of schools where teachers, particularly G uadalcanal 

teachers, batding with anxiety and without salary, stopped coming to work. 

Mere knew of one pregnant colleague from Guadalcanal whose fami ly insisted 

she stay away from work for her own safety. Another teacher, however, 

commented that Malaitan teachers were the ones who were fearful, many 

desiring to leave for their home island. Some were aware that they were not as 

committed to their teaching as they once were. Tarome put it thus: 
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I was not feeling good at that time. I had fear in myself and that reallY hinders me in 

my teaching. I just stand in the classroom with fear. But I have to be there because I 

am dealing with human beings. My teaching friends sometimes don't want to come to 

school. Thry will st'!Y at home and then it's coming up to 9 am and thry wzll then make 

their w'!Y to school. Thry come late. 

When staff did attend their conversations were dominated by news of the 

conflict: 

People came late. Everyboc!J was talking. The main thing thry want to talk about is 

the jighting and then the next thing zs going to the classroom. 

The result for the children was a drop in morale and a questioning of the 

purpose of schooling. Those old enough began to reflect on the wider conflict 

and lose hope for the future: 

P!JchologicallY, students were affected. EspeciallY when teachers zveren't around to 

teach, and also the idea that, 'zvhat's the rationale for going to schoolzvhen the country 

is a mess?' Students were affected too through the non-P'!Yment of their school fees 

f?y parents and also not being given extra jinances f?y their parents which thry had 

previouslY e'!fryed. 

Official supports from the Ministry and the Union were non-exis tent. 

At the local level people helped each other. Teachers helped meet children's 

financial costs for stationery and at times, food. Likewise some families would 

provide material support to their child's teacher when they could. Aata and 

Taniela observed school staff supporting each other, by covering one another's 

absences as well as materially: 

The crisis to some extent brought teachers closer together. I remember when I travelled 

to a nearf?y village I was given monry f?y staff members to purchase bags of rice for 

them. Even basic food items were not available in the nearf?y shops. We never did this 

prior to the criszs as food items were avazlable in nearf?y shops. Staff members were also 

cooperative in doing gardening and also in goingjishing. 

We reallY struggled, we didn't get atry kind of support, even the school adminzstration 

didn't provide us with atrything. I depended on my husband or we teachers came together 

and put monry in and then helped each other. 
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Occasionally there would be assistance given by churches, NGOs and 

politicians but it was never consistent or it was given directly to schools for 

student support while teachers received nothing: 

We/~ the crisis afftcted everybocfy in the country one IVay or another. Parents Iveren 't 

exempt. There was some support from various church grotlPs and IVOtmn's fellowship 

groups, but these were just one-off assistances providing one free meal for students. These 

began in the pre-conflict period. I could not remember atry assistance given to the school 

qy the communities just because of the crisis. I did remember a parliamentarian paying 

unpaid school fees.fOr 70 or so students from his constituenry. It totalled to about 

50,000 or so dollars and it greatlY assisted the school. 

In some cases life became impossible and teachers, particularly those with 

families, were forced to find alternative means of income. Some insisted that 

children bring in money, others turned to fishing or gardening to support their 

families. Sometimes classes were dismissed early to enable teachers to engage 

in other activities: 

Later on there were no rules, teachers were selling to get food. ] 'b~'Y 11Iero 1101 ill I/Joil" 

right time in the classroom. The children were victims nOlI! becallsc I/JII 1000rlm:r IIlore 

finding monry for their survival. And then thry announced that c/Jildn'll /Juri II) /;ril{J!, 

one dollar to school for the teachers. But then the parents are also r1l0i"1{lr/. /111///111)1 did 

bring like one dollar or somethingfor them. 

Teachers' salaries were not paid consistentlY and sometimcs 1/IC IJ(I(/ II) lIIi.r.r rolled/lIg 

our salaries cifter 3 to 4 pay days! This was absurd So 1110 IJ(I(/ III IIIIIA. /or otber 

alternatives just to survive. And through this we sometimcs difllli.r.rtit/ 11111 rI".r.r t!flffy. 

I think this problem was prevalent in all schools and otIJ8r .~I)IJI IIWIIIIIII 1II111II:r ill I/Jo 

country. 

In the case of non-government school ca h flow wn s t1luch i> ' 11 <.:1' . 

However, where teachers were tempted to remain away I . :1lI ~ ' or Ih . I 'nsion 

pay was liable to be withheld, thus putting tea h ' rs in di rfi ull 0 1' dang 'rous 

situations. Some teachers, because of thei r ethni affi lialiol1 , join 'd Ih ' 

conflict: 
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Some of the teachers got involved. The Malaitan male teachers got involved in the 

tension, thry joined this army group and some of the other teachers because of the 

salary problem because it was like six fortnights, if I can remember, we didn't get our 

salary. 

All teachers considered the conflict a significant time in their professional 

lives. The conflict gave rise to a range of critical reflections 01 alii 1997) whereby 

teachers saw beyond themselves and their immediate needs and made linkages 

between their work and 'the social and political implications of teaching and 

schooling' (Spalding & Wilson 2002:1394). Many perceived schooling in terms 

of the nation's social futures and saw themselves having leading roles. Mere 

learned to be 'reallY strong for them' after going through the conflict, which she 

described as 'a mountain'. The conflict enabled her to see children in a different 

light, paying more attention to their needs. Similarly, Tarome began to put 

aside her feelings of insecurity as a young teacher in order to consider the 

children and their futures: 

I am patient and I have courage to do things, so when life is hard I have to carry on. 

That's the onlY thing that motivates me. My familY helps me. From my heart I know 

that I am dealing with human beings not oijects so I think these children need me. 

I need to teach them so I have to go to school. . . that's the onlY thing that keeps me 

gomg. 

Conflict and educational futures 

It is difficult to gauge the impacts on children long term. Schlosstein (2003:3) 

suggests 'a long entrenched mythology in all cultures of children's innate ability 

to forget and spring back undamaged from their worst experiences'. Certainly 

Tarome believed there had not been permanent damage to any of the children. 

Anna, on the other hand, became emotional when asked what impacts she 

thought the conflict would have on children and their futures: 

As a teacher, I ftel sorry for the kids for their future. . . [emotional pause] 

. .. and I see that our future is not bright. 

Mere, who taught closer to the conflict, also considered the future fraught. 

She commented on the lost years of schooling for many children, the already 

noticeable effects, and the feelings of helplessness in trying to remedy this: 
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How ma'!)l children in the 5010mons have lost their education? I cannot number them. 

I know there are so ma'!)l that have not gone to school Thl!J have lost their opportunity. 

In the Guadalcanal Plains, also in Malaita, also in town. 50 ma'!)l students who have 

lost. I had a girl in my class who I try with. 5 he had lost 2 classes and I tn·ed to bring 

her to Grade 6 level and she's real!J big and she's older but I can't squeeze in those 

2 classes. I try to catch her up using my own hours, 5undqys, 5aturdqys. Just try to 

bring her up but I can't. 

There is a danger of adding to rural disadvantage that already existed in 
Solomon Islands prior to the conflict. During the conflict it was rural children 

and their families, and possibly many urban poor, who suffered the most. 

Conversely, the children of the relatively well-off who lived in the greater calm 

of Honiara and who went to fee-paying non-government schools were the ones 

who escaped the impact of the conflict. Anna supported this observation: 

It will be true like the government students will be real!J affected in their performances, 

unlike the private schools. 

Taniela also spoke of the conflict in terms of family breakdown, with an 

increase in separation and divorce rates, and the impact of this on children. 

This represents a further example of the erosion of the protective matrix that 

might otherwise assist children to cope with the conflict: 

I must sqy that this ethnic tension is an opportunity for others to get '02' [new and 

multiple partnersJ,yeah, because if you look at the ethnic tension, most people divorced. 

It's a good number of them . . . it's an opportunity for others to get a new wife. 

In addition to emotional and psychological r~storation there is a need for 

reconstruction of school infrastructure. Government, with outside assistance, 

needs to rebuild and the rebuilding needs to be more equitable, a quality that 

Taniela saw as lacking in the lead-up to the conflict. Some parts of the country 

lacked reasonable facilities for schooling: 

Like building more schools like Malaita schools . . . even the government should 

build a college. That could be one wqy to bar the situation, because education is still 

a problem todqy, even the people from Guadalcanal will still look at -- as their 

school The priority is for students even though it's a Catholic school still thl!J have the 

feeling, 'dis wan hem school blo mifala (this is our schoo~' and should be a priority, a 
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step Jorward, a shift. To build more schools in Honiara, a central part of the country. 

It's a turning point, Jocusing more on developing our provinces, rather than coming to 

one place. 

Mere also saw a more peaceful future as dependent on greater social justice 

within Solomon Island society, believing inequity to be one of the underlying 

causes of the conflict: 

Some people are· angry because thry are ignored. When you satisfy everybocfy, everybocfy 

is happy. And that's where trouble comes around. Some people have opportunities and 

some not. 

Replacing lost infrastructure was considered only part of the answer. Nearly 

all teachers spoke beyond the physical rebuilding and more even di stribution 

of resources across all groups in the country. They envisaged a pedagogical 

response in terms of curriculum change and saw education decision makers 

having a role in a more peaceful future. Bretherton, Weston and Zbar (2002) 

argue that peace can be learned, but only with good teaching, thus pointing to 

a need for training teachers to deal with the aftermath of the con fli ct. Aata put 

it thus: 

The crisis has left a lot of questions Jor educational decision makers. I-fOlIl can education 

decision makers re-Iook at the curriculum in a Illq)l that Illouid bring about social 

cohesiveness and unity amongst the matry different cultural groups? 

The idea of changing the curriculum to include peace studies is not 

straightforward. Bretherton, Weston and Zbar (2002:2, 3) argue that it must 

be more than a mere add-on and be demonstrated substantially in the lives of 

those who teach. They warn that teachers cannot transmit a 'culture of peace' 

if they have not internalised a culture of peace themselves. Teachers and the 

whole community must 'configure their mindsets' lest efforts be considered 

merely rhetoric. Taniela put it thus: 'One thing is missing is there is no respect. That's 

lilly it happened. 

Several teachers saw a role for teaching values, either through a social 

studies component of the curriculum or through Christian education. till 

others saw potential in Solomon Island cultural values f, r dealing with o nAi t . 

The re-insertion of values education in to the fo rmal school urri Lil um is part 
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of a world wide trend (Scapp 2003) evident also in the Pacific region (see 

APNIEVE 2002; Meleisea 2004). Others, however, see a necessity for other 

approaches to conflict to occur first. Bretherton, Weston and Zbar (2002) 

in their work with refugee children saw educational futures as having four 

basic elements, with dealing with trauma and communication first, followed 

by conflict management and human rights and democracy later. Schlosstein 

(2003) also considers addressing direcdy the impacts of conflict as a necessary 

prerequisite for both children and teachers. Dealing direcdy with the conflict 

was certainly discouraged during the conflict; however, at least one teacher saw 

counselling as a necessary first step in restoring peace: 

Thry should have some sort of counselh·ngfor students. Thry are ciffected alrea4J. The 

MOE should provide some kind of counselling in the school and look at some of the 

strategies. 

In addition to curriculum change teachers saw the need for quality school 

leadership as a prerequisite for more peaceful futures. As mentioned before, the 

conflict brought some principals into the spodight, with school cohesiveness 

contingent upon the school leader. This response from teachers might also be 

a result of wider debates over political leadership during the crisis years and the 

levels of corruption and nepotism that many perceived to have exacerbated the 

conflict: 

We can s'!)' that we need a lot of things and a lot of resources. But all these things come 

under good leadership. I mean,you can make a lot of things, but if the,you know, the 

government is nothin/!,J then all will be ciffected 5 econdfy, how can we train educational 

leaders to be better prepared to tackle such problems in the future? 

Conclusion 

Contemporary Pacific life is increasingly marked by conflict, in contrast to the 

'Pacific' discourse of the colonial imagination that named it thus (Edmond 1997) 

and the popular, mosdy non-Pacific imagination, which still has romanticist 

desires for the region. Recent tensions in Fiji, for example, continue to have 

an impact on social life generally but more specifically on how schooling is 
carried out. During the euphemistically named 'events of 2000' (Field, Baba & 

Nabobo 2005) the parliamentary hostage crisis took place, over many weeks, 
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directly across a narrow road from one primary school. Once the hostage 

crisis was resolved the rebels took over a primary school in Suva's northern 

outskirts. Bullet holes still present in classroom walls in this latter school 

testify to stories that are known well by teachers, children and their families 

involved but have never been subject to a wjder audience or analysis. Conflicts 

in Papua New Guinea, Bougainville and Vanuatu, likewjse, have had negative 

effects on schooling in those places, yet remain under-reported. Solomon 

Island teachers' voices need to be heard alongside the traumatic stories told 

by teachers elsewhere as a collective means toward considering how conflict 

affects schooling and what schooling can contribute towards peaceful futures. 

Teacher educators might also ask in what ways teachers can be better prepared 

for such contingencies. 

Although more investigation is necessary, the narratives of the Solomon 

Island teachers presented here tentatively construct teacher identity as 

professional, persevering, understanding, resourceful, courageous and 

reflective, among many other qualities, under the pressure of violent conflict. 

The narratives also point to a body of knowledge accrued by teachers of 

teaching, of how to mediate conflict, relate to children and function in schools 

and communities in very difficult circumstances. The lessons of perseverance 

contained in their stories are worth hearing, particularly as a semblance of peace 

continues to emerge post-conflict and as rebuilding in the Solomon Islands is 

ongoing. 

The teachers interviewed believed that schooling and their work as teachers 

have a role in creating peaceful Pacific futures, particularly through a rethinking 

of curriculum, through a greater focus on equity and social justice in schooling 

and through a strengthening of school leadership. Current rebuilding efforts 

led by both outside agencies and educators within Solomon Islands would 

do well to heed these voices and invite participation from teachers who over 

many years of service know intimately their children, their families, schools and 

communities. 
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Notes 

2 

4 

An Australian government term in the 1960s for Indonesia and Timor but 
recently extended to include Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and 
Fiji, countries with varying degrees of political and economic instability that are 
perceived by the Australian government as potential conduits of terrorism. 

In addition to Australia's RAMSI leadership discussed earlier, there are ongoing 
tensions between the Australian and Solomons governments over a number of 
other issues (see Berry 2006) . These sorts of tension contribute to a reductive 
identity politics in Pacific educational research that strongly links identity to place, 
thus, making Greg's position as researcher problematic. 

Jeremy lived and worked as a teacher trainer in Honiara 'from 2000 to 2003. H e 
and his family were victims in the conflict prior to relocation to Fiji. 

Names are pseudonyms. 
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